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SENATE CHAMBER, January 4, 1837.
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WYLIE.

JANUARY 4, 1837.

Please express to the Senate of Indiana my grateful sense of the honor
they have done me by their request, as signified through you in your note
of this morning. I regret that te discourse is not more worthy of the kind
attention which it has pleased te Senate, And yourself as their committee,
to bestow upon it; yet, hoping that it may contribute something to advance
the important cause which it advocates, a copy of the discourse is herewith
submitted to the disposal of the Senate.

With high respect,
Your friend,

And humble serv't,
ANDREW WYLIE.
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pernicious in the consumption, amount in th'b course- of time, were clearly

understood, arm- if the rower of multiplying itself, by prudent. use, which

such a su' involves, were fully and, habitually in view, is it conceivable,

that peopl& would, as we see them doing, not only consent to forego all the

advantages which are lost, but to suffer all the privations or hardships which

are incurred, Uy these uncalculating habits of profligacy and- intemperance? -

People do not Tun into these habits from the force of any vicious propensity

so often as from mere thoughtlessness. The bait is swallowed, because the

hook is not perceived. Give the habit of consideration, and you reveal the

hook. It is trine that, when a depraved habit is onca formed a Bight of the

hook will not-Aeter. But previously it may: and this is enough for my argu-

ment. Are we snider no obligation to stop up one avenue to ruin, because

there are more avenues thn. one? Because some will climb over all the
obstructions that can be heaped up in their way to perdition, is that a reason
why no obstructions should be placed there?

That the connection, which has been just now affirmed to exist between

a knowledge of Arithmetic and a ruderit course oT conduct,- may lie the

more manifest, let us contemplate, fora moment, its application to time, oh

the improvement of which, every one knows, the most important advanta-

ges are suspended. ' The limit usually assigned to human"life is the seven-

tieth year; though that is about double the time to which the individuals of

our race actually live, taking them on an average. But extending life to its

utmost limit, and allowing-one-third of the time for sleep, another third for

the scenes and frivolities of youth and for those, numerous fragments of tirrle

which through life are spent, even by the most diligent in small and trivial

matters, and making allowance for sickness and the infirmities- of age, it

will be found that not more than twenty years, and that according to the

most favorable suppositions that can be made, will remain to be bestowed in

the accomplishment of the great ends for which life was given. Now, I am

persuaded that loss than the half of this short period of twenty years com-

prizes every hour that-the most of people devote to any worthy and valua-

"ble purpose: that is, they employ, in providing for themselves, in providing

for their children, in providing far the interests of the 'community, and, in
providing for the scenes which are to open upon them at the close of -life-

for all these purposes together, they spend less than the one-seventh of the

time to which, at the farthest, they can reasonably hope-to exist in the world!

This, I say, is tho state of the fact, as it respects the majority-people who

are not chargeable with, any very remarkable delinquency as, it respects the
improvement of time. 'With respect to such as are thus chargeable the repre-

sentation which truth requires is infinitely more frightful. Their life is a

blank-as to what is fair, good, and useful, it is a blank-but as to things of

an opposite character, things low and base, and vile and villainous,° and impure 

and pestilential, it is full of them, crammed, packed and, overflowing.

And yet, such persons wonder at the success---the eminence, and--respecta-
bility of others, who, they say, have been more fortunate, and whom, on

account of what they call their superior good fortune, they envy. They,

wonder, too, why it is that they 'do not get along in the world. 11ad they

been taught the simplest of the powers of numbers, the wonder 'had ne-

ver happened, for then they would have known .that month", and year,;

and life itself is made up of swift-winged hours, by the improvement of

which they would have realized those advantages for the'tivant of'which

they pine.

Were man a mere animal, and were this the highest end and purpose of

his being to supply himself with the means of a comfortable subsistence in
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the sphere for which nature designed him, and were he endowed with the

powers of speech and reason as rather animals with their resj*ctive instincts, .

merely for the purpose of accomplishing this end evith the greater ease and

certainty, education would sill be necessary. For the means o .'this end

are found out not at once but in the course of experience. Those who.have

trod the thorny path of life before us have gradually been addng, at the ex-

pense of many a persevering effort and many .a perilous experiment to the

stock of knowledge in the useful arts, which have multiplied to se great an

exteni the comforts and enjoyments of civilized life. And it is by means of

education- that this stock of knowledge must be handed down to the men of

future times. For this purpose it is. even necessary that a portion of each

generation, as it advances to take charge, of the affairs of life, should be made

proficients in literature and science. But this is necessary only for a few.

The majority have -neither the capacity, the means, nor the inclination re-

quisite for such a purpose. It is well that it is so. For were all philoso-

pliers all would want bread. Some talk about education in- such a style of

maguiluquent uiidwolazin da to-iikiply an expeclation of such improve-

ments in the art of maki-ng. science easy to the learner, as shall, put the ad-

vantages of a liberal education in the possession of all classes. They talk

of equalizing everything. It is idle. Nature interposes an effectual veto,

by limiting her gifts to a few. The rich, who can afford to make experi-

inents, sonle times take it into their heads to by how far they can succeed

without her permission in their attempts to make out of a silly boy a New-

ton. Accordingly, lie is, while almost an infant, sent to school, and after-

wards to college. There he has all possible facilities and advantages; a host

of lads around him all emulous to excel; professors in every branch of lite-

rature and science, each pouring forth a constant stream of 'Ilearned lore,"

hooks which the -Muses have filled with the choicest fruits of their inspira-

tion, cabinets containing specimens of all things in nature; planetariums to

explain the mechanism of the heavens; all kinds of implements and contri-

vances of art wherewith to try experiments and make discoveries:-rand with

all these advantages what does he do? What advances does he make to-

wards the glorious object held out before him. Just none at all. He may,

it is true, be dragged through the course. But he is in distress all the time,

.and never ceases to wonder wid to inquire of what use learning is. Yes,
and to his latest hour he may wander, but he will never be able to find out. .
One thing he will.probably find out, that it has been of no use to him, a dis-
covery which shrewd people had Iongg before foreseen. r.shall not stop to

say what are the marks of genius or from what early indichtions future emi-
nence may be prognosticated. -Because I know that so long as parental

fondness interprets the omens they are all likely to be propitious. . -One

thing, however, I must say, that whenever a boy lingers at the threshhold

of every department of knowledge which it is proposed for him to acquire,

asking and doubting whether it will be of use, he may be infallible set down

for a blockhead. Wherever there is a spark of genius there will be a burn-

,,ing, -irrepressible thirst for knowledge, for the mere sake of knowing, and

irrespective of any further advantage..,

I have. made these remarks, not, certainly, to disparage the higher branch-

es of learning. Philosophy is as necessary to the practical arts of common

life, as they are to philosophy. There must, indeed, be those in the com-

munity who can content themselves to ply the loom and speed the plough,
else the philosophers will go uncladand unfed; but, at the same time, let it
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ant ofi e And this is the more indispensable with us because such is th

stte of our social relating that each family must perform, without foreign

aid, the entire business that-longs to it. Such parents as do not a tom
their poughed to the activities of the domestic cire, and who not
able to them such dowry as will render themindependent, woual-best

coht eir happiness at the publi good by keeping them single.

But, important as are arts and habits which go to constitute a good
housewife-and when we onsider their influence upon the happiness and

improvement of ear species they can hardly be estimated too highly-there
is another bran of female education which is of ill higher importance.

I refer to the cultiation of the understanding and the heart. On the rst of

these I havble no timeb to enlarge. After twhe usefl, let our daughters learn as

much of the ornamental a circumaoes and capacity wll admi And
let them tak e the solid along with th o e ental, that they may become "as

stones polished after the similitude of a palace." But let it be ever remem-

bered, that the ote most indispensable ofi all accomplishments in a

woman, especially in a woman who is a mother, is piety, enlightened piety.

Whatever else be present, if this be absent from her character, the defect

makes it look monstrous and shocking. For the two first years of its life,
the infant can hardly be considered as having a personality of its own. It
is an apendage, I had almost said a part of the mother. Its little heart lies

in close contact with h ers, and throbs with its emotions. Her image fills its
fancy. She is its model. It is the wax, she the seal.

a child, which, as soon as it looks abroad on the wonders-of creation, may
be taught to discern manifestations of the reator's power, wisdom and
goodness. The contemplation of these divine attributes naturally awakens
the moral feelings. Such is the eagerness of children to know the causes
and reason of things, that one can hardly avoid teaching them something on
such subjects. The elementary truths of religion are so plain that no great

manhood the manifold influences which come upon his mature mind from
an evil world do more, perhaps, to obscure his view of them, than his in-

ty is easier than the alphabet of letters. The one belongs to the language
of nature, and has an interpreter in every bosom: the other is conventional
and artificial, and a variety of abstractions must be made before it can be
understood. The child in the cradle knows the meaning of looks and tones
by a kind of intuition which the experience of after life scarcely rendersmore perfect. Andit is by a language of the same kind that the Author of

voice reach the youthful heart before it becomes hardened and estranged by

for many whose feelings have become alienated from God and religion, by

character of every eminently good man an affectionate sweetness of

they spring from no other root but piety. Let this then be instilled into he'

mind before the acetous fermentation takes place among the passions; and it

'~'"''t
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vain, devoid of energy, and open to every temptation. And, as the fair sex
are the first to suffer the sad effects of fashionable dissipation; so their influ-

Letthe, n, despii the life ofa butterfly, aspireto wt is great and
noble worthy their ranal ad immor tur; let them co er their

obligations and responsibilities, as bings entrusted by Heaven wih an
i ence to be exerted in forming the character and consequently deding

sonal appines and the steem of those of our sex; whose esteem is wor-
thy theirregard, will be cred and ugmented in roportionto their fideli-
ty to the high important trust. Let every another know that, by teach-
ing her children piety towards God, she lays, in their mmds, the surest

foundation for another virtue of which she herself is the beloved object-pi-
ety to parents: and let every daughter know, that all men, who are not liber-
tine in principle, honor and respect thee virtes as the brightest ornaments

of the sex. Let these things, I say, be well und erstood and zalously prac-
ticed, and the result, as it respects common education, will be glorious and
happy: for then, every household through the land will become a school
of virtue and a dwelling place of delight.

There is still another view of the subject which must be hastily taken be-
fore closing our remarks on common education; I mean the connexion in
which it stands with the continuation of our liberties. So long as the popu-
hition of a country remains sparse, compared with the extent of its resour-
ces, the facilities of gaining a livelihood are great, and, consequently, the
temptations to that class of crimes which disturb the public peace are weak
and few. Such is the condition of our country generally, and especially of
our new' States at present. But it is rapidly changing and approaching, eve-
ry year, nearer to the condition of the countries of Europe. Now, it is as
clear as any thing can be, that, in proportion as this approximation increas-
es will increase our need of more powerful restraints upon the principles of
disorder. These restraints, every one knows, are either physical, such as
jails, penitentiaries, gibbets bodies of armed men paid by government and
of course under its direction, and hordes of police officers, whose business
it is to ferret out the guilty in their lurking places; or moral, such as an en-
lightened regard to interest public or private, honor, integrity, a sense of re-

ligion, the hope of future rewards and the fear of future punishments from
the hand of the Dity.

To keep in ope ration the immense machinery of physical restraints costs
vast sums to the Government, which of course must be taken from te pee-

ple in the form of taxes. So that, in most of the countries inthe old world,
a man has to pay one half, some times three fourths, of what he earns, to
government to protect the remainder. But this is not the worst of it; for the
machinery of government is so extensive that it becomes annoying and trou-
blesome-aye, and sometimes dangerous to the innocent. Its agents like
the frogs of Egypt go every where. This is what we mean, in short, by a
government that is not free. And it is the only government that will do for
vicious people living close together. Moral restraints will do only for the
virtuous; because they only can feel them. These restraints however coot
nothing, An honest mail needs no jail or gallows to deter him from theft or
murder. It is plain, then, if we would continue to be free we must be vir-
tuous; more so than we now are. For if you were to confine the whole po-
pulation of Indiana within the limits of ten or even twenty counties, moral

3
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selves a a nation that high degree of civil liberty and public order which has
with but few and partial interruptions, distinguished ou herto, and
which has heretofore been unknown in the world-for as to Greed and
Rome, so famed in history, they knew nothing by experience or even in the-
ory of the civil liberty and equal rights enjoyed by us-in order, I say, to
transmit these high privileges to our posterity we must provide that ourpos-
terity be worthy of so rich an inheritance. And this we may rest assured
they will not be, unless they be brought up under the influence of that reli-
gion whose benignant spirit breathes "peace on earth and good will to men."

If, then, these views of the subject are correct, we are bound, fellow-citi-
zens, by our love of country, by our devotion to the cause of civil and reli-
gious liberty, by our concern for the welfare of posterity, by our regard to
the best interests of the human race, as well as by the more awful sanctions
of religion, to exert ourselves to the utmost, by example, by exortation, by
every means in our power, in diffusing intelligence, virtue, and piety in
every branch and part of common education, that part especially, as it is of
the greatest importance, which belongs to the domestic circle. Such a
course will procure for us the everlasting respect and gratitude of those who
will be rented by our endeavors: and we shall have the consolation of ro-
fleting, when about to leave the world, that we have made it a purer and
happier residence for those who shall come after us, and that they themselves
shall through our means possess a better character and larger capacity for
enjoying the precious privileges transmitted to them. And, what is most of
all to be valued, we shall have the testimony of a good conscience and of
His approbation to whom all are accountable.


